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WITHOUT RHYME OR REASON
Meikhel M. Philogene
JD. Candidate, 2018, American University Washington College of Law
B.A. Psychology, B.S. Criminal Justice, 2015, Florida International University

Rap music has been the subject of
much controversy and criticism for its
provocative content and violent lyrics;
however, the question still remains as to
whether rap lyrics should be admissible as
evidence in court. Some scholars and courts
believe that rap lyrics should be admissible.
One of the earliest uses of rap lyrics as
evidence in a criminal proceeding came in
1994 in People v. Olguin. 1 In Olguin, the court
admitted the defendant's song lyrics for the
purpose of establishing the defendant's
membership in a street gang. 2 Judge
Bedsworth wrote that the lyrics,
"[D]emonstrated his membership in
Southside, his loyalty to it, his familiarity with
gang culture, and, inferentially, his motive and
intent on the day of the killing." 3
Much controversy has been bred from
the admission of rap lyrics as evidence in
trials. Some scholars argue that allowing rap
lyrics to be admissible in court aids in
reinforcing racial biases. 4 In 1996, Carrie
Fried, a social psychologist, conducted a study
to demonstrate how lyrics from various
genres of music affect individuals'
perceptions. 5 The study made use of the
lyrics from a 1960s folk song about a person
who murdered a police officer. 6 One group
was told that the lyrics were attributed to the
Kingston Trio (folk music); another was told
that the lyrics were those of a country singer;
and the third group of participants were told
that the lyrics were those of a rapper. 7 When
the lyrics were thought to be from a rap song,
or from a Black artist, the participants found
the lyrics to be offensive. Conversely, when
the same lyrics were thought to be lyrics from

a country or folk song, or from a White artist,
the participants were far less critical on all
dimensions. 8 These results reveal that a bias
exists depending on the type of music being
analyzed. In other words, rap lyrics may not
be the most reliable form of evidence.
Although some courts have allowed
the use of rap lyrics as evidence, other courts
have been wary of allowing their use. For
instance, a New Jersey appellate court
overturned the attempted murder conviction
of Vonte Skinner after determining that the
allowance of his rap lyrics as evidence had
aggravating effects on his conviction. 9
"Courts must ... recognize the very real
likelihood that rap lyrics will trigger racialized
stereotypes when assessing the prejudicial
effect of the evidence," Professor David
Tanovich urges. 10 Some argue that jurors will
believe the violent and drug-referencing lyrics
to be autobiographical rather than artistic or
fictional. 11 Such lyrics may cause jurors to
mistakenly consider the stereotype that black
individuals are all criminals when making their
decisions. 12 Furthermore, many times rappers
do not even write their own lyrics; many
rappers have co-writers who help them write
the lyrics, credited songwriters who author the
entirety of the lyrics, or ghostwriters
(uncredited songwriters who write all or part
of lyrics for the featured artist(s)). 13 Thus,
adding another issue to controversy on the
allowance of rap lyrics as evidence; if a rapper
didn't author the lyrics, then why should the
lyrics be used against the rapper?
Although much debate continues on
the admissibility of rap lyrics as evidence, the

current trend seems to favor their admission
in court. As defense attorney, Marcus
Bomfreund, noted, " ... rap lyrics are 'fair
game' ... " 14 In addition to rap lyrics, rap
videos have recently begun to be admitted as
evidence in courts. 15 For instance, in United
States v. Pierce, the appellate court affirmed the
district court's decision to allow the admission
of the defendant's rap videos as evidence,
noting that the admission of such evidence
did not constitute a violation of the
defendant's First Amendment rights. 16
Defendant argued that his conviction should
not be dependent on a form of expression
and that the videos were simply puffery. 17
"[O]ne would not presume that Bob Marley,
who wrote the well-known song 'I Shot the
Sheriff,' actually shot a sheriff." 18 As the
trend continues for allowing rap lyrics and
videos to be used as evidence to implicate,
artists, specifically rappers, must be more
cautious of what they release. The songs of
today may be the convictions of tomorrow.
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